Press Release
Ametis Villa Bali
Simple Luxury in Tranquility
Ametis Villa Bali is a contemporary resort designed to take the tropical vacation experience to the next
level. Taking a “home-alike” concept, the resort promises a degree of escapism for travelers seeking to
break free from a cycle of routine and a place to be at one with the surrounding nature.
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Opened on 09 March 2011 Ametis Villa Bali is located in the sleepy coastal village of Canggu. The
serenity of Canggu is a refreshing change to the hustle and bustle and a preferred destination for savvy
travellers seeking an alternative to the urban sprawl of neighboring Seminyak. Surrounding by elements
of nature in a setting where a rich legacy of art and culture continues to colour daily life, it’s only 5
minutes’ walk from a breathtaking beach and stunning Indian Ocean, popular with professional surfers
such as Kelly Slater.
Named after a precious stone “Amethyst”, Ametis Villa Bali features a collection of 14 private villas
located in 7500m2 of villa area set within the tranquil confines of a tropically landscaped compound. The
resort is designed to represent Balinese Community throughout the luxury compound and public area for
social interaction, combined Balinese tradition and modern comfort.
From customized furnishings to personalized amenities, including a personal butler, no detail has been
overlooked at Ametis Villa Bali. The villas feature a semi outdoor living room space, an oversized private
pool and sun lounger, and a spa style en-suite bath room that seemingly merge into the outdoors to
create natural atmosphere. A gourmet kitchen, complimentary daily re-stocked mini bar, coffee maker and
tea selection with home make cookies, a home entertainment system with satellite channels, IDD
telephone as well as Wi-Fi connections are also present- all the necessary modern comfort to feel home
away from home.
In the privacy of their own villa, guests can participate in private cooking lessons or request poolside
candlelight dinners. Room service is available for 24 hours and the daily newspaper, tropical fruits,
afternoon tea and sunset cocktails are complimentary for more comfort.
For those wishing to partake in a pampering, the in-house Ruby spa features two double and one single
treatment rooms from where to indulge the senses with an array of rituals expertly administered by a team
of therapists.
Conceived, built and managed with integrity, Ametis Villa Bali is respectful of the Bali's unique culture,
seeks to interact with the local community and shows sensitivity towards the immediate environment.
Aiming to deliver a collection of lasting memories as opposed to a suitcase filled with trivial souvenir,
Ametis Villa Bali offers a private sanctuary with ample space to relax and unwind in comfort.
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